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ACT: A pneumatic oscillator or analogue-to-digital 
er includes a fluid oscillator circuit, a conditioning cir- 

cuit and an output selector circuit. Three bistable fluid am- 
plifiers with interconnecting pneumatic R-C circuits make up 
the oscillator which has a frequency range down to 0 pulses 

[52] U.S.CH ........................................................ 1.5 per second. Control signal pressure is supplied to the oscillator 
through the conditioning circuit which controls the frequency 5/20 I 

1511 Int ............................................ F15r 1/12 range of the oscillator. Output pulses from the oscillator are 
[SO] Fie ............................................ 137/81.5; directed to one or the other of a pair of output ports through 

235/201 an output selecting circuit. 
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~~~~~~~~~ OSCILLATOR 

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 

of the U.S. Government and may be manufactured and used 
by or for the Government of the United States of America for 
govern men^ purposes wiaout the payment of any royalties 
thereon or therefor. 

BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION 

The oscillator circuit is formed by connecting the receiver 
channel I& of fluid amplifier 14 which serves as a switching 
control means to control channel 1% of fluid amplifier 13 
through an orifice 16 and a chamber $7 and by connecting the 

This invention described herein was made by an employee 5 receiver channel 146 to the Control channel 1Sd through an 
orifice $8 and a chamber 1% Orifices 16, 18 serve as pneu- 
matic resistances chambers 179 l9 sense as Pneumatic 
capacitances. These pneumatic R-C circuits serve as pulse 
delay means. Receiver channels 136 and 1% are connected to 

lo control channels 1 6  and I&, respectively, of the fluid ampli- 
fier 14 which serves as a switching control means. 

The output pulses of the oscillator 10 are taken from the 
receiver channel 15b and are transmiaed to *e output circuit 

l5 oscillator circuit 1@ is provided by connecting the supply input 

This invention relates to fluidic oscillators and i s  directed 
more particularly to an analome-too-digital converter selector 12 th rO~& a conduit 20. Supply pressure for the fluid amplifiers. 

Pneumatic oscillators which provide variable frequency ports 13e, and 15e respective pressu 
Output pulses are "Own in the prior art' 

which is 

such OSci1- orifices 2$,22 and 23 to a source of fluid pressure lators have not been able to provide an output pulse frequency a pressure supply conduit 25. 
Over a range down to pulses per second' In In order to controllably vary the output frequency of the general, substantially all such oscillators have not been able to 20 oscillator 

maximum output frequency. 
Because of the susceptibility of electronic semiconductor 

control circuits to radiation damage from nuclear engines, at- 
tempts are now being made to provide suitable pneumatic 

Of 
these pneumatic control systems utilize pneumatic stepping 
neutator motors. Iri 6Pder that these stepping motors may be 
varied in rotational speed from a maximum in one direction 
down to zero and up to a maximum in the opposite direction, 
it is necessary that they be supplied with fluid of variable 
frequency pulsating pressure. It is also required that the pulse 
frequency may be varied in a continuous manner from some 
maximum frequency down to 0 pulses per second. 

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

the control channels P3d and lsc are connected provide an Output frequency much 50 percent Of their through respective condui& 2Q 
cuit 11 by means of a control 
signal pressure for the oscillator 

25 the variable pressure signal source 
tioning circuit modifies the signal p 
pressure signal source 29 to limit the frequency range of the 
oscillator circuit 10 and to linearize the output frequency of 
the oscillator with respect to the pressure of the variable pres- 

systems 'Or powered spacecraft' 

30 sure 
0 

output A 
ressure 
r 13 as will 

35 the chamber 14 fills with fluid. When the pressure in the con- 
trol channel B3c becomes greater than the control pressure in 
the control channel 1M, output pressure of the amplifier 13 
will be switched from the receiver dump channel 1% to the 

fluid oscillator. receiver output channel 13b. The pressure from receiver out- 
of fluid 

lator whose output frequency can be adjusted down to 0 PUl- amplifier 14 causing its output pressure to switch from the 
ses per second (PBS). receiver output channel B 4 a  to receiver output channel 146. 

Still another object Of the invention iS to provide a fluid When the fluid amplifier 14 switches as just described, the 
oscillator formed by three identical bistable fluid amplifiers. pressure applied to the control channel 13c through orifice 16 

It is a further object of the invention to provide an analogue- 45 and chamber 141 will decay and the output of amplifier $3 will 
to-digital converter suitable for driving a pneumatic Stepping again switch back: to receiver dump channel $&. This 
motor in either a forward or backward direction. switching of amplifier 13, however, will not affect fluid ampli- 

It is yet another object of the invention to provide a fluidic fier 14. This is because 14 is bktable and the 
analogue-to-digital CO~erter  of the &ove type whose Pulse 5o removal of pressure from control channel 16 by the switc 
output frequency varies in an inverse-linear relationship to a of amplifier 13 will not the output of amplifier g 
control pressure signal. switch back to receiver output channel M u  from receiver 
In summation, the invention provides a fluid oscillator or put channel 146. 

analogue-to-digital Converter whose frequency may be ad- 
Justed dOwn to 0 pps by n ~ a n S  of a 
which is passed through a conditioning circuit. The converter 
also includes a conditioning circuit to restrict the range of 
operation of the oscillator and an output selector circuit to 
control the output ofthe oscillator circuit. 

apparent from the following specification and the single 
FIGURE which is a schematic drawing of an analogue-to- 
digital converter embodying the invention. 

It is an object Of the invention to provide a new and novel 

It is another object of the invention to provide a fluid OSCil- 40 put channel $3b is applied to the control channel 

The pressure from receiver output channel 1 
55 the control channel BJd of fluid amplifier 15 through the ori- 

fice 18 and the chamber 19. 
channel ISd increases, it will reach a point where it exceeds 
the control pressure in control channel I&. This will cause the 
output pressure of amplifier 15 to switch from receiver output 

become 60 channel 156 to receiver output channel WSa. This output from 
channel 15u applies pressure to the control channel lrgd of 
fluid amplifier 14. Consequently, the output of amplifier 84 
switches from receiver output channel 146 to receiver output 
channel Ma. At this point, the operation of the oscillator cir- DESCR'PT'QN OF THE 

Referring now to the single FIGURE, it will be seen that an The conditioning circuit 1 B may include a proportional fluid 
analogue-to-digital converter embodying the invention may amplifier 30 and a center-output, proportional amplifier 3%. 
include by way of example an oscillator circuit 10, a condi- The fluid amplifiers 38 and 31 are supplied with fluid by con- 
tioning circuit B k and an output selector circuit 12. The oscil- necting respective supply input ports 30e and 3&d therein to 
lator section 18 may include bistable nuid amplifiers 13, 64 70 the pressure supply conduit 35 through respective pressure 
and 15, each having respective first and second receiver out- reducing orifices 3% and 33. The conduit 28 which supplies 
put channels 13a and 13b, Ma and 146 and 1% and h5b; first control signal pressure to the oscillator section 10 is con- 
and second control signal channels B3c and Z3d, E& and 3.M nected to a center output port of the fluid amplifier 31. 
and 1% and 194 and respective supply pressure input ports When no pressure is applied to a control channel 316 or to a 
f3e, 'Me and 2%. 75 control channel 3hc, the fluid pressure at the center output 

the pressure in the 

Other objects and advantages Of the invention 

65 cuit 10, as just described, begins a new cycle. 
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port 3Pa is maximum and is of such a magnitude as to render cordingly, when the output pressure of the signal source 29 is 
the oscillator section BBB inoperative; that is, the oscillator out- at its null value, the pressure in the control channel 4W will be 
put is 0 PPS. Decreasing pressure at the center output port equal to the pressure in the control 
3 % ~  causes the output frequency of the oscillator to increase. put pressure present at output ports 

To the end that the output frequency of the oscillator will be 5 the amplifier 40 will be equal. 
limited to a prescribed maximum frequency, the pressure in To provide pressure pulses at the converter output porn 34 
the conduit 28 must be prevented from dropping below a and 37, these ports are connected respectively to a receiver 
prescribed minimum value. To that end, a variable orifice 34 output channel 43a of output amplifier 43 and to a 
is connected between the conduit 28 and the orifice 33. The receiver output channel of the amplifier 44. A control 
variable orifice 34, which may be termed a conditioning cir- lo channel 43c of amplifier 
cuit bypass means, provides a bypass path around the fluid plifier 44 are connected to 
amplifier 31 and thereby prevents the pressure in conduit 28 receiver output channel 42b, 
from dropping below the prescribed minimum value. which serves as an output selecting means. 

En order to operate a pneumatic stepping motor in either a The output of amplifier 42 is controlled by connecting a 
forward or backward direction, first and second converter l5 control channel provided therein to the output port 40a of am- 
output ports 36 and 37 are provided in the output selector cir- plifier 40 through a conduit 59 and by connecting a control 
cuit 12. Pulses supplied from the converter output port 36 to a channel 42d therein to the output port 40b of amplifier 40 via 
pneumatic stepping motor will cause it to rotate in one a uit 56. An input supply port 4% provided in the amplifi- 
direction while pulses supplied from the output port 37 will 2o ;; unlike the input supply ports in all the other amplifiers, 
cause it to rotate in the opposite direction. It will be seen that nected to a receiver output channel 48a of the amplifier 
with no output from either of the converter output ports 36, 41 to receive pulses in accordance with those appearing in a 
37 the output frequency of the oscillator 10 must be 0 PPS. control channel 48c which is connected to the receiver output 

Accordingly, the control signal pressure of the variable 156 of amplifier 15 through the conduit 20. 
pressure signal source 29 must have a null pressure value or 25 Each of the monostable amplifiers 41, 43 
null point such that change of the signal pressure above or vided with respective receiver dump channe 
below the null value will produce output pulses at one or the 44b, respectively, which are open to the env 
other of the converter output ports 36, 37. Also, the output converter. When pressure is present in any of the control 
frequency of the oscillator circuit 10 must increase when the channels 41c, 43c or 4&, the fluid being supplied to the supply 
control signal pressure either increases or decreases from the 30 input ports of those amplifiers is dumped. The amplifiers 41, 
null value. 43 and 44 function as NOR gates. 

To the end that the oscillator 10 will operate in accordance When the oscillator 10 is running, pulses are supplied to the 
with the condition just described, a control channel 3Qc of the control channel 41c of the amplifier 48 through conduit 20. 
proportional amplifier 30 is connected to the variable pressure Each pulse produces an output signal in the receiver dump . signal source 29 via a control pressure conduit 38 while a con- 35 channel 41b resulting in an inverted form of the pulse appear- 
trol channel 30d is connected through a variable orifice 39 to ing in the receiver output channel 41a and at a supply input 
the pressure reducing orifice 32. An output port 30a and an port 42e of the bistable amplifier 42. Because the oscillator 16) 
output port 306 of amplifier 30 are connected to a control is running, the output pressure of the variable pressure signal 
channel 3Pb and a control channel 31c, respectively, of the source 29 must be something other than its null value. Ac- 
amplifier 331. 40 cordingly, the inverted oscillator pulses will be present in 

When fluid is supplied to the control channels 31b, 3 % ~  at either receiver output channel 42a or receiver output channel 
equal pressure, the fluid entering the supply port 31d forms a $26 depending on whether the output pressure of the source 
jet of fluid which is aimed directly at the outp rt 310 and, 29 is above or below the null value. 
consequently, into the control signal channel The output If the inverted pulses are present in receiver output channel 
of amplifier 31 is now at maximum pressure, w pressure is 45 42a they are transmitted to control channel 43c of the output 
determined by the orifice 33. This pressure is SO selected as to amplifier 43. This causes the invented pulses themselves to be 
cause the output frequency of the oscillator 10 to be 0 PPS invented in the receiver output channel 43a because each of 
when the pressure in conduit 38 is at the null value. Thus, am- the inverted pulses causes the fluid being supplied to the input 
plifier 31 serves as a null pressure selecting means. 50 supply port 43d to be dumped by the receiver dump channel 

The previously mentioned null pressure value of the signal 43&. 
output pressure of the variable pressure signal source 29 oc- The receiver output channel 44a of the output amplifier 44 
curs when the pressure in the signal pressure conduit 38, as is connected to the converter output port 37. Consequently, if 
supplied to control channel 3% equals the pressure supplied the inverted pulses appear in receiver output channel 42b 
to control channel 30d through the variable orifice 39. At the 55 rat r than 4&, they will be transmitted to the control &an- 
null pressure, the output pressures at output ports 30a or 306 ne 4c of the output amplifier and then to the converter 
are equal and, as a result, the output pressure of amplifier 31 is output port 37 in the Same manner in which they are trans- 
maximum as previously described. mitted through output amplifier 36. 

The output selector circuit 12 determines which of the con- It will be understood that changes and modifications may be 
verte! w t p u b  36,37 will supply pulses to a suitable utilization 60 made to the foregoing pneumatic oscillator without departing 
d d c e  such as a pneumatic stepping motor when the output from the spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in the 
pressure of the signal source 28 varies above or below the nu11 claims appended hereto. 
value. The output selector circuit 12 may include a propor- I claim: 
tional amplifier BB), a monostable amplifier 4&, a 1. A pneumatic oscillator adapted to operate from a supply 
P t amplifiers 43 65 pressure source to provide variable frequency output pulses in 
a respective suppl response to control pressure from a variable pressure signal 
4 onnected through respective source comprising: 
P ,47,48 and through a pres- first and second bistable fluid amplifiers each having supply 
sure supply conduit 49 to the pressure supply source 24. input means, first and second output means and first and 

second control means; 
as the amplifier 40 and is similarly connected to function as a switching control means comprising a third bistable fluid 
null pressure selecting means. Thus, a control channel 4& amplifier having supply input means, first and second out- 
receives pressure through a variable orifice 30 which is con- put means and first and second control means; 
nected to the orifice 45. A control channel 40d i s  connected first and second pulse delay means connected between said 
through a conduit SB to the signal pressure conduit 31. Ac- 75 first and second output means of said switching control 

The amplifier 4@ operates substantially in the same manner 70 
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means and said first and second control means, respec- plifiers from decreasing below a predetermined minimum 
tively, of said first and second bistable fluid amplifiers; value. 

means for connecting said second output means of said first 4. The circuitry of claim 2 and further including output 
bistable fluid amplifier and said first output means of said selector means connected in controtled relationship to said 
second bistable fluid amplifiers to said first and second 5 variable pressure source, said output selector means includ- 
control means, respectively, of said switching control ing: 
means; and first and second converter output means, bistable fluid am- 

means for connecting said second and first control means of plifier means having output means, control means and 
said f i i t  and second bistable fluid amplifiers, respective- supply input means; 
ly, to said variable pressure signal source. means connecting said output means of said bistable fluid 

2. The circuitry of claim 1 wherein conditioning circuit amplifier means to respective ones of said converter out- 
put means; means is connected between said control means of said first 

and second amplifiers and said variable pressure signal WUCe means for connecting said supply input means of said bista- 
ble amplifier in pulse receiving relationship to said oscil- for preventing the control pressure applied to said control 

means of said first and second fluid amplifiers from dropping lator; 
below a minimum and to provide null pressure selecting means connected in controlling rela- 

tionship to said control means of said bistable fluid ampli- control pressure to reduce the frequency of the oscillator to 0 fier and in control pressure receiving relationship to said pulses per second when the output pressure of said variable variable pressure signal source for producing output pul- pressure source is at a null value. ses at one of said converter output means when the pres- 
sure of said variable pressure signal source is above said 3. The circuitry of claim 2 wherein said Conditioning circuit 

comprises: null value and at the other of said converter output means 
when the pressure is below said null value. a first proportional fluid amplifier having first and second 

control channels and first and second receiver output 4 wherein a first NOR gate is con- 
25 nected between said supply input means of said bistable ampli- channels; 

ne1 of said first proportional amplifier; are connected between said output means of said bistable am- 

proportional amplifier to said variable pressure signal verter output means. 
source; 6. The circuitry of claim B and further including first and 

a center OuWt ProPortional amplifier having first and second converter output ports; output selector means for 
second control channels and a receiver output channel, causing oscillator output pulses to appear at said first con- 
said control channels being connected to respective ones verter output port when the pressure of said variable signal 
of said first and second receiver output channels of said means is above a predetermined null value and at said second 
first proportional amplifier; 35 converter output port when said pressure of said variable 

means for connecting said receiver output channel of said signal source is below said null value, means for connecting 
center output proportional amplifier to said control said output selector circuit in controlled relationship to said 
means sf respective Ones of said bistable amplifiers corn- variable pressure signal source, and means for connecting said 
prising said pneumatic oscillator; and output selector means in pulse receiving relationship to said 

said center output proportional amplifier and said supply 7. The oscillator of claim 1 wherein said first and second 
pressure source to prevent contro~ pressure applied to 
said control means of said first and second bistable am- 

10 

20 

5. The circuitry of 

bias for pressure to dd first control than- 

means connecti% Said second control channel of said first 

fier meam and said oscillator and second and third NOR gates 

plifier means and respective Ones of said first and second con- 

30 

bypass means connected between said receiver output of 40 oscillator. 

pulse delay means each comprise a pneumatic R-C circuit. 
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